1995 ford aerostar xlt

I bought a used Aerostar in with 66, miles on it, and retired it with , miles on it when it started
losing compression in two cylinders. Bought a with 99, miles on it in It now has , miles on it and
still running strong. I could not have been happier if I had bought a new car off the lot. This one
had been well kept, no rust, and only two door dings. My third AWD Aerostar and best yet. I own
a second AWD, my first Aerostar was a short van. These vans were built at Hazelwood, MO by
some of the best people that Ford has. Both vans have over K and plenty of life remaining. I am
now considering another 97 AWD model. Aerostar's build quality is far superior. This is the best
vehicle I have ever owned. I bought it new and have spent almost nothing on repairs. It now has
, miles and still runs strong. Interior and extetior still look great. Wish Ford still made a vehicle
this good. The 4. This vehicle is super reliable. I have not been able to wear it out. It has ,
kilometers on it 3. I have maintained this vehicle in accordance with manufacturers
recommendations. It needs new shocks and some work. I have currently parked in my garage.
No rust, I am going to put a new fuel pump for reliability purposes. This vehicle is in great shape
and I want to keep it for a long time. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about
the Aerostar. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Aerostars for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Aerostar. Sign Up. Great To Get Around In â€” i really like our
van. I really wish they'd bring it back. The inside's ok. I wish the rear seats were easier to use,
since supposedly, the back bench is supposed to be able to fold flat or something, but I can't
figure out how. Other than that, i really like this work horse. Pros: Great for getting around and
hauling, and plenty of room for family. Cons: not enough leg room, bench seats too hard to
work properly. CarGurus has 6 nationwide Aerostar listings and the tools to find you a great
deal. Avoid At All Costs â€” this was the second car i've driven in my life. Pros: fit alot in the
back removable seats. Cons: performance on the road specifically highways lack of features.
Good, Reliable Work Van â€” We've had ours for a while and it still keeps on going. Only
problems come from a flooded transmission courtesy of Gulf Coast hurricanes. Cons: Not so
cool for a college student to drive It has been rock solid, leaving many SUVs in the dust since
then. I have towed out my share of stuck cars even got a 5 ton truck up a slick hill. My wife
loved the passing power. It still accelerates strongly to stay ahead of the pack. Maintenance has
been average but with , km it burns no oil and still has lots of passing power 4. Shifter cable
broke and then a column shifter bolt broke. Cheap to fix but made for some interesting
adventures. We drove it for a week without being able to shift! The only rust on it is ahead of the
rear wheel on the driver's side a left-over from an early rear-ending, I suspect. The interior has
held up well. Fabric is all OK but some of the big plastic parts are cracked. It has gotten messy
inside the last few months but is still an excellent 7 passenger ride. In the past two years I have
replaced all the shocks, PS pump, thermostat, front bushing and a few other parts. Considering
the mileage it still handles and drives well. My wife took it airborne over a huge bump in so
replacing a few choice suspension parts is not too surprising at this stage. Next project is new
tires. I use Slick or Synthetic Oil for all my vehicles and strongly recommend using one of them.
Excellent cold weather starting at and serious overheating protection my old Bronco lives on. I
expect the transmission may sideline this vehicle in a few years but, until then it will be my
trusty hauler of people and things. I can haul full sheets of plywood and 12 foot lumber inside
with the doors closed! I even fit a Sears Garden tractor inside. I was attracted to the massive
trunk behind the rear seat 5 kids will do that to you. It got seriously unstable at 45 mph when I
overloaded it and a U-haul with around lb of stuff. Am I bad, or what! Made for a very long Texas
to Canada trip but we did make it. Ford should not have discontinued the manufacture of the
Aerostar van with its clean looks, durable 3. Read More. I have had 5 of these vans. Purchased
the first one in when they were introduced. Had nothing but great experieces with this vehicle.
First used as a family van and now I use them for a work van Mine was definately fun to drive
and had plenty of room loaded with 8 peopl and room for luggage. Gas mileage w Well this was
the best vehicle. It may sound bad but mine had the bed package and it was good for camping
lol. It is a theory good van if you can still find them around. Both the all-wheel drive and
rear-wheel drive models are great. Change the oil and put in the necessary maintenance and
they will last a very If I am ever to own another Aerostar I want it to be this, the 4. It is the best
one there is, the AWD is excellent, the 4 captain chairs are incredibly c Would be great if it was
closer to where I am here in Utah, and I wish it had a exterior sun visor above the
windshield,and for the van to be a bit cheaper price because of the year it is, I think it Have you
driven a Ford Aerostar? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Ford Aerostar reviews
reviews. Kathryn writes:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Jason writes:. Matthew writes:. Pros:
Reliability, comfort, utility. ThomGordon writes:. Cons: Gas mileage. Reviews From Other Years.
Read all 3 Ford Aerostar reviews. Read all Ford Aerostar reviews. Read all 6 Ford Aerostar
reviews. Read all 12 Ford Aerostar reviews. Cars compared to Ford Aerostar. Related Models

For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford Aerostar to Related Models. Select
Year Pros: Great for getting around and hauling, and plenty of room for family Cons: not
enough leg room, bench seats too hard to work properly 5 of 5 people found this review helpful.
Yes No Looking for a Used Aerostar in your area? Pros: Reliability, comfort, utility Cons: Not so
cool for a college student to drive This manual is specific to a Ford Aerostar. RepairSurge is
compatible with any internet-enabled computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet device. It is very
easy to use and support is always free. We wish we could just show you the entire manual
before you buy, but our publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We
know this sounds crazy. It's a stupid rule in our opinion, but they authorize our manuals and
that's what their lawyers require. Here are some of the comments we have received from users
of RepairSurge. These customers have agreed to allow us to publicly display their testimonials.
We know buying anything online is a risk. Once again, we wish we could just show you the
entire manual before you buy, but our publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers
prevents this. We'll get you the repair information you need, every time, or your money back.
Manufacturer: Ford. Model: Aerostar. Production Year: Step by Step Instructions.
Comprehensive Diagrams. Diagnostic Procedures. Wiring Diagrams. Here is what you'll get.
Step-by-step factory recommended repair instructions. Unlimited access to personal support
reps who are always available to assist you. We can answer your questions about using the
software or help you find the specific information you need for your Ford Aerostar. Free
real-time updates! Your manual is updated with revised information as soon as it is released.
Access on your terms. Unlimited access to your Ford Aerostar manual on a yearly basis. We'll
get you the repair information you need, every time, or we'll refund your purchase in full. Can I
see what the manual looks like? See our guarantee below. You are protected in case the manual
turns out to not be what you need. What Satisfied Mechanics Are Saying. Exactly as advertised,
quick and easy transaction. Get Your Manual. Your satisfaction is guaranteed and your online
transaction is protected by safe and secure SSL encryption technology. What do you do when
you are the most conservative of the three major car companies and both of your domestic
competitors are working on small vans? Chrysler is the farthest along with a program, and is
basing it on a front drive K-car platform. GM is about a year behind them, but is working on a
shrunken version of its big van. Following GM is normally the better bet, but a lot of good
former Ford people are running the Chrysler program, and they may have something there. You
are Ford, so you try to split the difference, of course. This, in essence, was the Aerostar. Did it
work? Well, yes. And no. By the early s, Ford knew a thing or two about building vans. Ford had
overtaken Chrysler as the leader in this market with its E series. The Club Wagon the passenger
version of the Econoline was the most car-like of the big vans at the time, both in driving
dynamics and in passenger accommodations. If the market was going to move to smaller vans,
Ford was well positioned to become a leader. In a way, Ford had a little bit of a jump on the
competition. In the early s, Ford explored the idea of a smaller, garagable van, that resulted in a
prototype called the Carousel. Paul Niedermeyer did a piece on the Carousel which can be read
here. Not a minivan, really, but you must admit that some of the styling cues were picked up
when designers got to work on what would become the Aerostar. Officially, this was because
the product planners were convinced that trailer towing would be an important feature for this
market. Dimensionally, the Aerostar was tall like the Astro, and narrow like the Caravan. So
again, the Aerostar was Mr. The Aerostar did, however, stand out in one metric: its wedge
profile gave it the lowest drag coefficient. The other thing that you will do, just because you are
Ford, is to offer the vehicles with a wide but compromise-ridden range of engines. There would
be the troublesome and underpowered 2. There would be a 4 cylinder mill offered initially, but it
would be gone by Interestingly, the Aerostar was offered with manual transmissions for most of
its run. Among the Detroit 3, the Aerostar was the last minivan to the party, making its debut in
July of as a model. This was nearly a year after the Astro was introduced and about two years
behind the Caravan and Voyager. The Aerostar promptly grabbed the number 3 minivan sales
slot behind the Astro and WAY behind the Chrysler minis , where it remained through the rest of
the s. Then, a funny thing happened. Shortly after the extended version same long wheelbase
but with another 14 inches out back was introduced, the Aerostar started gaining on the Astro
and passed it in sales after I have found no firsthand figures, but at least one secondhand
source reports that the Aerostar continued to sell thousand units a year right up to the end of
its life. As a machine, the Aerostar was not nearly so compelling a vehicle as the Astro. But
from a comfort, convenience and perceived quality standpoint, the Aerostar took on a lot of
those thoughtful, luxurious features of the Chrysler minivans, and put them into something that
would tow a trailer almost as well as the Astro. Let me tell you from experience, the second row
captains chairs and the rear stereo controls with headphone jacks were mighty impressive back
in the day. We should not overlook the Eddie Bauer effect. In , Ford slapped the Eddie Bauer

name on the Aerostar and made it a luxury van. Older readers will also recall that Ford was on a
quality roll or at least a perceived quality roll in the second half of the s and early 90s, and the
Aerostar seemed to fit under that halo. Like most other Ford vehicles, the Aerostar felt solid and
substantial. Where are they now? While old Astros and Safaris are still found in daily service
everywhere, Aerostars have become mighty scarce. If you must pick a vehicle that is hard on
head gaskets, never, ever pick a minivan with a longitudinal engine. Whatever the cause,
Aerostars have gone virtually extinct in salt country. But not completely extinct. I had to search
for a while to find one, but I found the blue extended length version first. Although a bit rusty,
this ? I dropped my wife at the door of the store, then drove out to the parked Aerostar just as
the owner was getting in. The owner chose to remain anonymous, and it is a good thing,
because he is the Aerostar Whisperer. If his identity were made public, his street would become
like a scene from Close Encounters of the Third Kind, with Aerostar owners converging from
everywhere, begging him to touch and heal their rusting, leaking vans. He bought his green
model new at Larry Bird Ford yes, that Larry Bird in Martinsville, Indiana, and it currently has
thousand miles on the Vulcan V6, which he attributes to regular 3 thousand mile oil changes.
The current car was rustproofed by Ziebart, and was he was religious about subsequent
inspections and refresher treatments. As with the Astro, the Aerostar gets a pass for failing to
follow the Chrysler front drive car-based platform that proved to be the runaway winner.
Unfortunately, Ford did what Ford has done so many other times: Make a really appealing
vehicle that looks good on paper, looks even better in the showroom, but looks like a complete
loser as a 10 year old used car. But I decided to keep my existing ride, and thus kept my garage
free of ticking time bombs. With the Aerostar, Ford tried to split the difference between the
Astro and the Chrysler minivan. It almost succeeded, and even became for a while the preferred
rear drive minivan on the strength of its luxury and its apparent quality. But some of us age
better than others. For every Jennifer Aniston, there is a Lindsay Lohan. Cars are no different,
and the Aerostar aged badly. If you choose very carefully a dry western car with the Vulcan V6 ,
this is still not a bad minivan. Unfortunately, the odds are stacked against the Aerostar buyer
today. It is a sad thing when a vehicle makes the transition from transportation to punch line.
The Aerostar, unfortunately, has largely completed the leap. I had three small kids and we were
driving a Plymouth Acclaim as our everyday car. We wanted to make the jump to a mini. My next
door neighbor had a 90 Aero that he had bought new. I made the trip across the yard one day to
ask him about his rig. Three hours later , he was only beginning to run out of vulgar invective
for his troublesome ride. He warned me off of these things. Told me to run the other way even if
I saw one really cheap. Especially if I saw one really cheap because they went through head
gaskets like William Shatner went through toupees. I always thought that the Aerostar was the
best looking of the minivans on offer from Detroit. Too bad they were built by apes. I bought an
88 XLT new and we drove it until my ex-wife rolled it with something like miles on it. It was the
short wb with the 3. My problem recollection was radiator water pump and a mass airflow
sensor. My claim to fame is that I actually changed all six sparkplugs by myself. Overall a
versatile ride and served us well. That back seat sure was heavy! The 3. The situation was quite
similar to that of the 3. Want to go faster? Honestly I never knew that this engine was devouring
head gaskets. I had the van from 23 miles to miles. I never worried about the head gasket. I have
that same engine in my 93 Ranger and it has been a dependable champ. No issues at all. The
only thing it guzzles is gas! I remember reading that when it first came out this van had some
strange chassis issues, and instead of fixing it Ford put big heavy weights up in the nose
somewhere or something. Anyone know if this is true or what the deal was? I want to say it was
vibration problems. You are jogging something deep in my memory banks. His was the loaded
version. I recall that he had a warranty repair of the electronic instrument cluster ungodly
expensive and that he had a warranty adjustment of the mechanical lifters in the 2. I thought
that BigOldChryslers might hit on this below but he did not. Maybe we will hear more on this
one later today. When Ford was redesigning the Mustang for , during road tests of
pre-production convertibles they discovered an unacceptable amount of cowl and windshield
shake under certain conditions. Probably not the best solution to a problem adding weight , but
effective. Maybe the Aerostar was treated the sameâ€¦â€¦. I think there was a 25 pound weight
put in both front and back on these. Ford added tuning weights to the driveline of many cars.
Both my 68 Thunderbird and 77 Marquis had weights at the back of the transmission and my 79
Mustang had one on the axle pinion housing. These are small weights, about 15 to 20 lbs. I must
admit, I have never seen this, only heard about it. It seems to me that the Aerostar and the Astro
was actually pretty useful minivan, its their woeful reliability that caused people to avoid them
like someone with a leper. Has driven a Windstar and it was pretty nice. I liked the concept of
these, if not the execution. Other than that, we never owned any minivan, but wish we did early
on. We also stuffed our family into K-Cars and Acclaims, but we survived after all. The Plymouth

Acclaim needs to have a CC all its own! The Aerostar looked great inside and out from the
B-pillar rearward, very all-of-a-piece. The front anteater section seemed not to match. My
parents bought one of these in primarily for my mom to drive. The only one they had available
for a test drive was a white cargo van with a stick. I think that was their only test drive before
deciding to buy one. Our Aerostar was factory-ordered with the towing package and rear heater.
The Aerostar would forever cement his and my own disdain of Fords. Too many evenings were
spent in the garage correcting its many maladies. When new, the side window the one next to
the seat with the nifty rear radio controls and headphone jacks leaked. It went back to the dealer
3 times before it was fixed. Even my 45 year old Chryslers have hydraulic lifters. Unless there
were two people working on it, you had to alternate between working under the short hood and
working through the small doghouse cover inside. The first valvetrain adjustment was
scheduled to be done by the dealership under warranty. My dad inspected their work afterwards
and found that most of the requisite bolts had not even had a wrench on them. My dad said fine,
if the engine eats the valvetrain it will still be under warranty and I have paperwork that said the
adjustment was done. The second scheduled adjustment was just after the warranty expired of
course , which my dad did himself. I think it was only the second or third winter that we had the
van that the coolant lines to the rear heater rusted-out and started leaking. My dad and I ripped
them out and replaced them, front to back, with copper plumbing. We installed them, refilled the
coolant, marked where the leaks were, removed them again, resoldered the leaks, and
reinstalled them. Then the oil pan rusted out and started leaking. What kind of cheap, thin steel
was this thing made of?! The engine would have to be unbolted from its mounts and raised to
clear the crossmember in order to change the oil pan. At that point he gave-up and took it to a
shop not the Ford dealership! The Aerostar had a vacuum line to close a plenum door on the air
cleaner, so that the engine would draw warm air from near the exhaust manifold; a fairly
common practice. The computer, seeing weird readings from the intake air sensor, got
confused and revved the engine. She walked the rest of the way home and threw the keys at my
dad. He successfully diagnosed the problem and fixed it. Later they received a letter in the mail
about a recall related to the vacuum system. When my grandma decided to replace her 86 Monte
Carlo, which would have probably been in , my parents took her car and used the Aerostar as a
trade-in instead. Both the Monte Carlo and the GM van were relatively trouble free for their many
years of service, and were only fit for scrap by the time we were done with them. We were
fortunate to unload that POS Aerostar before it blew a head gasket or started rusting out along
the lower body line. It appears that we here at CC have jogged some unpleasant memories. Your
comment reminded me about the mechanical lifter on the 2. I never got to see that car age, but I
cannot tell you the last time I saw one of the really old Aerostars. The heck of it was, it was a
pretty nice driving vehicle. If Ford had given it a decent engine and body, I would probably be
driving one now. These are pretty common tales of woe of American cars of era, the kind that
made my family very comfortable in our Firestone shop. Heck, it is not even that long ago!
These vehicles cemented the Japanese makers in our market. Few people who have had this
experience with a vehicle will ever buy the same brand again. This, however, led to our demise
in the repair business. When my dad died in , I decided to sell the Firestone store because I saw
the writing on the wall: we would not have a steady supply of American made crapola to pay for
our sojourns to Hawaii for much longer. I was right, too, since the new owners only lasted two
years after I unloaded the shop. There is a reason that GM, Chrysler and to a lesser extent Ford
at least these days are in the predicament they find themselves. They built crap when their
competition was building good stuff. Pure and simple. Nobody was spiking our drinking water.
These cars were junk. Would you refuse to buy a Hyundai these days using the same
reasoning? Would you really turn down a Genesis V8 because the Excel was junk? Yup, I will
stay away from Korean cars. For Genesis money I would be looking for a lightly used LS A clean
used RL would be an even better buy. However, if the Genesis proves to be a good car ten years
from now, and if I am still able to drive, I would consider looking for a low km model to purchase
if the price were right. Well good on you for being consistent. My research tells me that Korean
cars have middling to okay reliability but do not have the driving dynamics that I like in a car.
Specifically, their suspension tuning needs some more development. I also find the latest ones
over styled. Canuck and L absolutely correct about Korean cars. I drove a Hyundai XG for six
years until it was totalled in a rear-end collision. Comfortable car but so-so dynamics. Replaced
with Kia Amanti. Nice ride at first, but the suspension just got worse and worse. Wallowly but
not cushy, the car took every bump with an unpleasant kick and the rear wheels would bounce
around weirdly. If Kia has figured out how to give their cars a better driving dynamic with better
ride, good for them. I strayed from the formula, as did aunts and uncles and cousins and were
scolded for it. The formula went something like this:. It never works hard and the car
accelerates easily without revving high in the RPM ranges. The formula seemed to work for

them. They never once had a lemon and they seemed to hear a never ending number of horror
stories to prove their formula was best. As I got older, I began to learn the value of a good
straight six. The minivan story, as a whole, is an interesting example of how the auto industry
evolved and altered its approach to a successful new vehicle. When the Mustang set the
automotive world on fire, the competition simply built what was basically the same vehicle, just
with different styling and some minor chassis variations. For years decades? Chrysler has
owned virtually the entire minivan market from its inception and sales only began their nosedive
when buyer preference began the big shift from minivans to SUVs, along with Toyota and
Honda both eventually coming up with minivans up to Chrysler levels of design and much
superior execution. The Astro, in particular, scarfed up a good bit of commercial sales. Now that
domestic minivan history has been addressed, will the series continue with articles on how hard
was it for the foreign market to build a minivan? The backstory is, indeed, fascinating. In the
case of Chrysler, it was pure serendipity. Lido Iacocca had many, many flawsâ€¦vanity,
imperiousness, even organizational skills, to some extent look at how the AMC boys showed
him up in their backstage takeover of Chrysler â€¦. And he recognized he had the perfect
platform for it, the K-car. As JPC notes, nobody knew what the winning formula would be. Not
for the styling; not for the image; but the sheer simplicityâ€¦form following function, maximum
space utilization in a simple, bulletproof packageâ€¦has been corrupted. It was a gamble 35
years ago â€” albeit one supported by marketing research. Who will win? A stable company that
can return to the basic formula of utility and reliability to a price. I was thinking the same thing
about Iacocca. While today the minivan concept seems like a no-brainer, imagine Chrysler Corp.
Who but Iacocca would have the moxy to push something like that through? Those round
headlights gave the Neon character. The dimensions were nothing short of perfect. Speaking of
which, will there be a CC on what was one of the the last and maybe the best imitator of the
original minivan, the last Mazda MPV? I liked Iacocca and believed in Chrysler products to the
extent that I drove them exclusively for 20 years. Educator Dan , insert comment here! Geez
Zackman, some parts of our lives parallel each other. I followed that with a Dodge Dakota
extended cab, which was an anvil. My lifetime with Mopars was 15 years, though. But, no joke
one of my favorite drives was my in-laws Dodge Caravan. We could borrow it liberally when our
kids were little it was his fifth car , and I christened the original 2. Rudiger: Me too. In my dream
garage, there will be an original short wheelbase T van, in black cherry red with a Trenton 2. Not
the fastest thing in the stable, but probably the most favored. Yeah, there were issues with the T
performance from the 2. After 30 years, my Plymouth Voyager is going strong at , miles and
being used regularly as my daily driver. And, in , I was working for a new cab company, heavily
capitalized, which was using Ford Aerostars. They had been open about six months when I
signed on with them. Squeaks, body flexes, shocks shot, engine troublesâ€¦any vague thought I
might have had about recommending this van or owning one used, evaporated. It felt flimsy,
and in body build, it was. I was not surprised to find them rust-buckets. Only a matter of time for
corrosion to do its thing. Ford was not the place to look for quality in the s. Later years, yes,
much betterâ€¦but not of that era. The s were very hit-and-miss regarding quality from Ford and
GM. Each of them built some good vehicles during the decade, but each of them also built a fair
share of stinkers, too. The first-generation Oldsmobile Aurora had the same problem. Did GM
actually make a good vehicle in the s? Hard to think of off the top of my head. The A bodies
were OK by the end of the decade I suppose. And all the trucks were good as usual. The Whale
models were not nearly as good as the boxes as the chassis was overloaded. There was a
secret warranty on them for years. Regals and LeSabres are especially popular. Good reasons
to buy the Regal. I bought a very low km Acura TL this year for much the same reason. It is a
real sleeper. If I were in the market for a cheap and reliable used car, a or so Century or LeSabre
would be very high on my list. However, you will find W body parts not any cheaper than
anything else. Those by Bill Mitchell and some by Chuck Jordan are good if luckily spared by
bad engines. The early model years of the W bodies had a design problem with the rear
brakesâ€”around we started getting warranty returns on W body front brake padsâ€”they wore
out quickly. The parking brake problem was solved when they went to those drum brake style
shoes in the rotors. I asked our brake rep what GM was thinking and he though GM adapted a
euro design for the rear calipers not realizing we use salt on the roads in the winter. I believe all
GM full sized trucks use a rear disk brake for the emergency brake and all Ford and Dodge full
sized trucks use a miniature drum brake inside the rear disk brake for the emergency brake. I
did not know there was a problem with the Disk brake as the emergency brake. I have not
owned a GM product for a very long time. I always think the Buick has quite lower visual speed.
Certain cars have higher visual speed, noticeably Nissan sports cars. W-Body is much better at
it. I know this first hand. If you want to see the best vehicle from a dollar per mile standpoint,
taxi fleets are the place to look. From Mr. Interesting car. If they made a 2door version with an

inline six motor I would want one. Probably one of the worst offenders of this type of rusting in
the last 30 yearsâ€¦.. Almost all the first generation Tauruses were rustbuckets by , here at least.
As for the Chevy Celebrity sorry Dan , for some reason they seemed to rust more rapidly than
the Cieras and Centurys. It was a complete peice of shit. Ford DID build quality products in the
80s, in relation to their competition, but you had to choose carefully! The cars based on the Fox
and Panther platforms, as well as the Escort once the bugs were worked out around or so were
good, solid cars. And the trucks were great. CC just did an article on it. They were
biodegradable. Unusually more so than usual. Mechanically, they hold up pretty well. Not that I
would recommend them. The Vulcan would be the way to goâ€¦not surprising the green one has
it. A friend of mine had a very nice Eddie Bauer, I think he bought it used around The refresher
treatments are the important part. Rusty Jones on the other hand, I think was just salt in some
sort of semi-liquid adhesive.. They were utterly worthless. And I can remember the Chevrolet
dealer in Johnstown, PA that started Rusty Jones â€” he ended up losing the Chevrolet
franchise, because he was cooking the books to support the Rusty Jones stores. I would take
one of these with the 3. My friend spent some time doing missionary work down in Mexico not
sure exactly where a few years back and he was amazed at how many Aerostars were still alive
and well down there. Those and old Toyota pickups. I still see some driving around the Seattle
area, along with the occasional Gen I Chrysler minivan which always surprises the heck out of
me. In Mexico and Seattle, sure. But here in the Midwest, they succumbed to the tinworm pretty
quickly. I remember a lot of people talking about how tough the Toyota pickups are, especially
hearing that from Topgear and terrorists. There is one big reason behind it, no road salt! Wow,
some strong opinions here. Not surprised, however. My experiences have been similar to
others. The company I worked for had several as delivery vans, all of them would eventually
have catastrophic breakdowns. We resorted to borrowing employee pickup trucks to deliver
some orders. What really surprised me was how poorly the interior held up, in regards to stains
and dirt. Maybe being used by families in contact with the Georgia clay had a lot to do with it,
but the all looked dingy and worn, even on two and three year old vans. I remember taking one
in trade from an over the road truck driver, who hated the van, but was upside down in
payments. He still was happier with a penalty-mobile than the Aerostar. By they were no longer
driving it and tried to sell it. No inquiries. One day when I got home from work, I noticed the
Aerostar was gone. I never asked what happened to it, I was glad it was out of my line of sight.
Ironic the Aerostar has a more futuristic styling even as seen today than its non-descript
successor Windstar. All the other vans in were either boxes on wheels or freakishly overdone
GM Dustbusters and the Toyota Previa. The Aerostar has a coherent, tight appearance, with
very modern short overhangs until the extended version showed up. I guess styling is
subjective. I find the Previa styling to be far too JDM for my tastes, and the buying public seems
to have agreed. Both were bought new. I did like the looks, and the hunter green over tan two
tone was sharp. They were not inexpensive. The other main issue, was HP. Folks wanted more
power than was available from the 4 cylinder. The supercharged version did crank up the power,
but at a huge increase in price. RWD vans compared, you got more in an Astro or Aerostar for
the same money or less. Not a good thing on a demoâ€¦. The Chrysler vans of the era had
3rd-row seats whose only folding arrangment was a seatback that folded down against the
cushion, leading to a carpeted seatback that was a foot and a half above the main floor. If you
really wanted to clear up space in back, you had to remove the 3rd row seat altogether â€” and
it was a tough job since it was a single full-width bench seat. Modern Land Cruisers and the
Lexus equivalent still use a similar arrangement. The Aerostars did indeed have ferocious rust
in the rockers, inconcievable how fast they corroded. I new guys who got their rockers replaced
under warranty and again just after warranty. A co-worker had one and we did a lot of driving on
back and forth to Missouri in the winter, it was one of the all wheel drive versions. It used oil
and the engine ticked like mad but never missed a beat. I rate the Aerostar a pass, but just
barely. Still waiting for the Windstar CCâ€¦. Ford was pretty good at making vehicles with
seemingly-high initial quality and atrocious long-term durability. The cars based on the Panther
and Fox platforms were good, and my father had a Escort that took some serious abuse and
kept on runningâ€¦same with other Escorts built after owned by friends and relatives. Oh,
without a doubt. My only point was that Fords post, anyway at least felt more substantial when
new, whereas GMs of the era felt like cheap crap from day one. Chrysler was somewhere in the
middle and benefitted greatly from the fact that their shoddily-built minivan essentially had no
direct competitors until The Fords did look and feel better on the showroom floor, no doubt
about it. Which probably made clunkers like the Aerostar even harder to take. I remember being
surprised at how reliable the various Escorts owned by friends and family members wereâ€¦at
least, the ones built after By that point, Ford had apparently worked out all of the bugs.
Coincidentally all of them were Fox body Mercury Capris. I bought my wife a V8 Capri, it too,

started out great. By the end of the second year, it was a total pile of crap. That gave me pause,
as I had bought myself a V8 Capri and I thought this would happen to my car, too. As it turns
out, the 86 held up much better, but the 85 was traded in on a Dodge Lancer ES Turbo that we
drove for 11 years. And all of us had some sort of catastrophic problem with them. All of us
have switched to anything else, none of us own a Ford product now. Or want to. My carpool
driver owned an Aerostar, a four-wheel-drive version with automatic and one of the V6 engines.
I do have to say that it never did have rust problems, one of the benefits of living in the Pacific
northwest, but that was the most troublesome vehicle she ever owned. The first time the
automatic transmission went south, the people who fixed it made the colossal mistake of
extending them a lifetime guarantee on it, and it was back to their shop at least four times in
subsequent years. It ended up as a lawn ornament for a season or two, then she donated it to
some charity. Otoh, an instrument repairman I dealt with had one with a standard transmission,
and after , miles and about two years he still swore by it. Otoh, the local used car dealer we
most often dealt with refused to have one on his lot, or take one on trade. My dad was looking
for a family vehicle around to replace our 76 Impala. We test drove a used 86 or 87 Aerostar, and
I remember being very impressed with it. I also remember the salesman bragging that it had the
same powerful V6 as the Taurus. Compared to a 14 year old Impala, it as a spaceship. The
stereo with cassette and rear controls was light years ahead of the AM radios in our cars. The
seating was also new to us six kids used to being packed in the two seats of the Impala.
Ultimately he ended up buying a Caprice Classic Diesel Wagon, which had the original engine
fail, got a new GM rebuilt engine, had a head gasket fail under warranty, then finally was parked
when a head gasket failed out of warranty. And now rear seat riders get what? Ford were busy
with warranty repairs to a paticularly awful Falcon in the late 80s and also designing a mobile
swimming pool on a Mazda chassis their Crapi that was a runaway disaster. If Wikipedia is
reasonably correct, Ford built the 4. The 4. I only know what I heard my friends who bought it in
, 5 months before I would buy it from them and was something like the head was worked on or
replaced. It was replaced with a Grand Caravan Sport that with over K miles on it, in like new
condition, was totaled this past spring when my sis accidentally rear ended someone,
crunching up the front butt good so the insurance totaled it. They now drive a used hand me
down I think a base Caravan shortie that still runs fine though is a little rough around the edges
while they get back on their feet due to this recession. It came with the trailer package I bought
it from the original owner and pulls trailers very well. It also has the limited slip rearend which I
like. It has over , now and uses around a quart of oil per 1, miles. I wish the engine compartment
was not so crowded and think Ford should have and could have designed the front end to be
more attractive than the anteater look it has. When the gasoline was of better quality, it would
run well on low grade and got decent mileage. It felt like it had a mind of its own, wanting to dart
around, following every little crack and line in the road. Felt so relieved when I finally got to the
dealer and saw what I was bringing back, a beautiful dark blue Country Squire. That car is
probably what caused my Panther loveâ€¦. My parents had two of these in a row while we were
growing up in Buffalo, NY in the 90s. They were the right thing to haul 4 kids in. It always
puzzled me. It was electronic in the fact that it used a motor to engage the front axle when it
sensed wheel slip. Pretty common thing today but not so common back then. Rust was forming
on its roof the last time I ever saw it. Congrats, Josh! When I was looking for our Aerostar I
wanted an extended van with 4L engine in either mocha, green or red. We got one in red with
light grey interior. The extended length makes this van look good. The shorty is too high in
proportions. Later models were much improved, mostly by eliminating the 2. Even though the
van looked better than it actually worked in everyday life. But anything that fell to the floor on
the ride fell out of the vehicle as soon as you opened the door. I could freeze or fry the kids as I
liked. In fact after one winter ride I found molten crayons on the floor. Mine had a bench in the
second row and once the kids were 10 they complained about it. Captain chairs were a must for
the second minivan. We hauled unimaginable amounts of stuff in our Aerostar. And ours was
rather reliable, not perfectly reliable yet free of horror stories. But it was close: it almost started
an electrical fire in the harness under the hood by the firewall. Some insulation was already
cinched. Why it did not go up in flames I will never know. Around that time some other Ford
vehicles underwent a massive recall because of ignition switches that caused fires. I probably
have the most spectacular 4. She had a 12 year old son, we planned on having more kids, and
we both wanted to buy a boat someday as a way to have a family activity that her son would
consent to doing with us through his teen years. We went to the dealer, tried it out, and I spent 3
hours haggling over the trade-in value of her Taurus wagon. We needed to get at least what she
owed on it! My recollections: The Aerostar drove well, looked nice, towed well, even with the 3.
Stuff like that. Here in California, we have to get a smog check every other year. My only choice
at that point was an engine overhaul, or give the vehicle away to a charity. I still see older

Aerostars around, with k miles or more, and their owners love them! Sure wish mine had held
up! I have no need or desire for a people mover, but a van without windows would make a great
camper or adventure touring rig. FWD puts the Chrysler out of contention, and mechanical
problems with the aerostars makes the Astro the winner for me. The fleet department I used to
work for had lots of Astro vans. They were reliable, but like all vans, difficult to work on because
of where they put the engine. I liked the old style full sized vans best, the ones with a dog house
engine cover. You could literally turn one of those into a motor home. Notice on the Aerostar
how far apart the front wheels and front seat are. On the old vans, you sat almost right over the
front wheels. I remember when the Ford Aerostar first came onto the market. I preferred the
Chevy Astro over the Aerostar. The Astro looked more utilitarian than the Aerostar. I still prefer
the Astro, but I also like the styling of the Aerostar. Many memories, all bad unfortunately. Our
normal policy was to try to keep a light vehicle years, most of the Aerostars were gone in 6 due
to excessive repair costs. It had blown a head gasket due to a coolant leak the driver had not
noticed. While the Vulcan V-6 had cast iron heads, the castings were so thin that they would
often warp badly if the engine ran the least bit hot. Service accessibility was very bad even for a
van, and with much difficulty we did a valve job and had the heads machined flat again. Luckily
or unluckily! After repair the subject van made it to around , miles before we gave up on it. I was
a service manager at a repair shop in The owner bought a 4wd Aero with the 4. So we got a high
quality rebuild, installed that and it had issues right from the start. After a couple of months, the
engine supplier agreed to another engine and about half the labor to swap it. Same tech got a
second shot at this wonder; he quit wrenching not long afterâ€¦. He used it as fill work
whenever we were slow, so he got about 2 weeks of waiting for the next bout under the hood.
Easy to drive and good handling. The newest Honda Odyssey is an aircraft carrier in
comparison to the original Mopars. Yet the Chevy HHR has no problem getting that mileage, and
there are many out there with over , miles on them. And that is for a fairly large vehicle with a 4
cylinder engine. Try a Mazda 5 or the Ford equivalent version. The Caravan just felt a little small
and cheap, and the Astro was a truck. I inherited it a after a couple of years and drove it until By
that point, it had about k miles, when it was hit in the side, and the insurance co totaled it. At
seven years old it did not have any rust showing yet. The insurance check got me another
Aerostar. Also paid the next 6 months of insurance, and a couple of tanks of gas left over. Both
of mine had the 3. Although I prefer the utility of the Astro van, I like the look of the Aerostar. I
remember every manufacturer hauling out their newest minivan reading to take on the Caravan
and missing the target every time. Poor Ford introduced the Windstar just as Chrysler came out
with the dual sliding doors-the Astro had weird front seating and swing open rear doorsâ€”and
if you took your Aerostar in for spark plug change the garage charged for the time to get the
dog house out of the way. The Asian manufacturers brought some goofy minivans too. My
neighbours had a Aerostar AWD with those factory running boardsâ€”you could watch the
rocker panels rust. Hi everyone and especially JP, I was wondering if I could get your opinion
on this 95 3. Is this the right price? Thanks in advance for any reply! I remember when the
Aerostar first hit the market. I liked its modern styling. However old-school it may have been
mechanically, I liked how modern it looked. I was disappointed when it was replaced by the
front-wheel drive Windstar. I hope my baby makes it to someone who will care for her properlythey really are good cars! I tested a loaded Aerostar XLT with the extension back around During
our week with this rig we travelled to central British Columbia with three adults, two kids and a
baby. About km one way. This was an ideal long distance hauler and relatively good on fuel. We
later purchased a Taurus L wagon and came away very happy with that car. It is certainly
interesting seeing comments from eleven years ago, and surprising at how many regular
posters are still posting. It may seem that GM had the last mini-can laugh. The last Aerostar I
saw was about two years ago, when a battered example came up my street, with a fog of blue
smoke trailing it. But the Astro van is the VanRoach. I see them all over Vancouver. Some are in
surprisingly good condition, some are horribly ratty and others hippie campers. And they run
and run and run. Curious that the Aerostar had the lowest drag coefficient of the three players
in the market at the time, and got good marks for it. Then GM came out with the dustbuster
vans, and were widely panned for their effort. Look, I had hopped firmly into the Plymouth camp
in , and got great service from my Voyager for nine years. When my brother in law bought one
of his many, many used cars that he kept for a year or two until they broke down, he went to the
Aerostar. It was the last product he ever bought from the blue oval. It had a litany of problems,
too many for him to admit to me, and one day it disappeared. Another friend, loyal to Ford at the
time, had one of these, succeeded by a Windstar, and then I think a Freestar also, before he
switched to imports. So he loved his Aerostar. They were pretty commonplace on the roads in
their day, but as you pointed out, salt got the better of them. You learn something new every,
single, day. Tune in tomorrow to CC for the latest. Transmission ran a little rough a few years

ago until I ran lots of new fluid through it. Most upkeep has been chassis ball joints, steering,
shocks. Would hate to have to do anything on the 3. Your email address will not be published.
Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Part 2 By J P Cavanaugh.
Jeff Nelson. Posted September 2, at AM. Good piece! Posted January 10, at PM. Posted January
11, at PM. BTW: that is a well written piece, Mr. Michael Keil. Posted February 17, at AM. Posted
September 2, at PM. Eighteen Chariots. I am more than happy for somebody else to to do that
testing for me. L67 Supercharged. But that is me. I would encourage anybody to buy anything
they want,. Posted November 5, at PM. Lido Iacocca had many, many flawsâ€¦vanity,
imperiousness, even organizational skills, to some extent look at how the AMC boys showed
him up in their backstage takeover of Chrysler â€¦ â€¦but for all of that, he understood how to
read the market. Posted September 3, at AM. Hemi Andersen. Ah, with the awesome and fairly
rare 2nd row seat that folded down into a bed. Every van should have a bed in it somewhereâ€¦.
I left out the B Bodies because: 1 They were engineered in the s. And yes, GM cars are always
best towards the end of their run. Posted January 11, at AM. Tom Klockau. Technically, you can
say that about any company. Paul Niedermeyer. Posted September 4, at PM. Even 15 years ago,
I remember all but the newest examples showing pretty advanced rust-through. Does anyone
see a Ford Flex here?? Mark Burmeister. Posted September 3, at PM. Posted November 8, at
PM. Roger Cox. Posted April 11, at AM. Posted October 1, at PM. Eric VanBuren. John Matthews.
Posted October 28, at AM. Posted August 13, at AM. I have the most spectacular 4. Dave H.
Posted December 5, at PM. The Salvation Army gladly took it off my hands, I got a nice tax write
off and wifey got a new GMC Safariâ€¦ I still see older Aerostars around, with k miles or more,
and their owners love them! I wonder how many 3 or 4 year old Aer
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ostars were traded in on Mopar mini-vans? Bob B. Lynne Vogt. At work as equipment haulers
we have had an Aerostar, Windstar and a Carvan. Dan Cluley. Count me as a fan of these. Chris
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September 14, at PM. Posted March 3, at PM. George Ferencz. I appreciate learning more on the
backstory of the Chrysler Minivan. Nothing will run bad longer than an old Chevy. Daniel Stern.
Ford was on a quality roll or at least a perceived quality roll A crucial difference, that. Leave a
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